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• Read, pray with, and study the Bible for a deeper understanding.
• Enter into a book of the Bible or explore a Bible theme.
• Use a time-tested and effective method for adults.
• Learn from respected Catholic Scripture scholars.
• Share your journey in small groups of committed Christians.
• Apply God’s word to everyday living.

Bible  Study  that  transforms !

Choose one of  these directions!

English materials: pages 12–19 

Courses range from 4 to 15 sessions.

The mainstay of this biblical ministry of the Catholic Diocese of Little Rock is 
small-group Bible study. A simple method, solid scholarship in understand-
able language, prayerful reflection and sharing—all make for an effective 
way to grow familiar with the Bible and be challenged by its teachings.

Little Rock Scripture Study provides tools that work in rural and urban 
settings, meeting in homes or in parish facilities.

prices indicative only and subject to change with out notice2 B i b l e  St u dy  t h at t r a n s fo r m s !

Little Rock Catholic Study Bible: 
pages 20–21

For personal or group use.
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• Can’t commit to a longer Bible study with others?
These are only 3 sessions each.

• Looking for something you can use on your own?
These work beautifully.

• Want to discover more immediate ways to apply the
Bible to your life? These are geared to do just that.

• Interested in planning a day of reflection for friends or
parishioners? These titles can fit the bill.

A NEW GENERATION OF 
Bible resources for Catholics

God’s word and our experience of daily living constantly call us to find  
new ways to live faithfully. Alive in the Word issues an invitation to place the 
Bible at the center of our spiritual lives.

Explore a theme by focusing on three passages  
of Scripture in each slim volume.

Understand 
through 
reading.

Meditate 
by praying.

Apply 
by doing.

Choose one of  these directions!

Alive in the Word: pages 4–7

Each volume contains 3 sessions.

Alive 
in the 

WORD

3B i b l e  St u dy  t h at t r a n s fo r m s !
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in the 
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Relevant and engaging commentary is paired with prayer 
experiences and invitations for action. Each volume includes 
three short chapters or sessions. Use it at your own pace for your 
personal spiritual growth, or join with others in a group to read, 
discuss, and pray together.

HOW TO USE

4

Cloud of Witnesses
The stories of biblical women and men continue to 
speak to us and challenge us to stand as faithful 
witnesses in today’s world. How do our own stories 
continue God’s great work of salvation in the world?

Virtues for Disciples
As disciples, we are continually shaped by the 
teachings of Jesus and guided by the Spirit. Dis-
cover the valuable virtues that challenge us and 
provide the most fulfilling way to live.

Seasons of Our Lives
God’s word has lessons in store for each of us 
as we journey through various stages of living. 
Grow in your awareness of God’s accompanying 
presence by reflecting on key Bible passages that 
move us to prayer and action.

Liturgical Seasons
The church’s liturgical seasons invite us to enter 
into the great gift of God’s Son in our world. Each 
season has its own flavor and invites us to enter 
into the life of Christ in fresh and profound ways.

Alive in the WORD
invites you to explore Scripture in a way that deepens your 
understanding, offers meaning for your life today, and helps  

you to pray and act on God’s word. Seven themed topics in brief, easy-
to-use Bible lessons for individual or group use are in development.

Three other categories will be developed in the future, including 
Connecting with the Sacraments, Gleanings from the Gospels, 
and Biblical Images 

B i b l e  St u dy  t h at  t r a n s fo r m s !prices indicative only and subject to change with out notice B i b l e  St u dy  t h at t r a n s fo r m s !
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CLEAR AND  
UNDERSTANDABLE
Easy to understand writing 
style puts reliable teaching 

at your fingertips.

SPIRITUAL 
GROWTH

Make growth in Christ 
a continuing priority.

ENGAGING 
QUESTIONS

Reflect using questions 
that help connect to  

everyday living.

VERSATILE
Use at your own pace, 

individually or in groups.

AFFORDABLE 
PRICING

Whether purchasing a single 
volume or multiple volumes, 

our pricing is reasonable.

SHORT  
COMMITMENT

Each volume includes three 
short chapters or sessions.

PRAYER
Experience a variety of 

inviting prayer styles with 
each chapter.

ACTION
Simple action steps will 

allow God’s word to keep 
acting within you.

BENEFITS
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“With the  
Alive in the Word 

series, Little 
Rock Scripture 
Study has once 
again created 
a resource that 
gives people 

the opportunity 
to enter more 
deeply and 

meaningfully into 
the Scriptures.”

Jane E. Regan 
Author of Where Two or Three are Gathered
Associate Professor of Religious Education 

Boston College

Turn the page 
to get

STARTED

garrattpublishing.com.au   Ph: 1300 650 878
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Empty Nest, Time for Letting Go
Thomas D. Sauline
When parents find themselves alone after their children move out of the house—
or when anyone’s loved one moves out of the home—they may experience a 
very real sense of loneliness, lack of purpose, and even grief. These prayerful 
reflections on the Joseph story, the incarnation, and the last discourse of Jesus 
offer comfort and challenge to anyone with an empty nest. 
978-0-8146-3695-4  Paperback

Paul, Proclaiming Christ Crucified
Ronald D. Witherup, PSS
Paul discovered his core identity in the crucified and resurrected Christ and 
spent his final years proclaiming the power of the cross. Explore three key 
passages from his letters that invite us to embrace the redemptive power of the 
cross in our lives.
978-0-8146-3693-0  Paperback

Mary, Favored by God
Catherine Upchurch
Few people have influenced Christian spirituality, theology, and history as pro-
foundly as Mary, mother of Jesus. Explore three key events early in her life that 
set the course for her role in salvation history. Learn what it means to be favored 
by God.
978-0-8146-3697-8  Paperback

Sarah & Hagar, Women of Promise
Irene Nowell, OSB
It is not possible to tell the story of Abraham’s descendants without taking note 
of how God’s plan unfolded in the lives of Sarah and Hagar. The best-laid plans 
and the unexpected converge as these two women respond to God’s promises. 
978-0-8146-3618-3  Paperback

John the Baptist, Forerunner
Jerome Kodell, OSB
A fiery preacher and humble servant to the coming kingdom of God, John 
the Baptist prepared the way for Jesus. Three gospel passages capture his 
message and its meaning and invite us to make way for Jesus in our hearts and 
in our world.
978-0-8146-4619-9  Paperback

Moses, Called and Equipped
Catherine Upchurch
Superheroes are all the rage and Moses has loomed large in Judeo-Christian 
storytelling. Not always the strong and courageous type, Moses first had to learn 
to hear God’s voice and then to fill God’s people with a new vision.
978-0-8146-3699-2  Paperback

View
sample
online!

Dashed Hopes
When Our Best–Laid Plans Fall Apart
Laura Kelly Fanucci
Where do we turn when our hopes are dashed? When we look at best-laid plans 
and see only shattered dreams? Fresh perspectives on Jeremiah’s plans for 
“a future of hope,” Jesus’ own agony in the garden, and Isaiah’s promise of “a 
way in the wilderness” offer hope for those wondering what comes next after 
life feels broken.
978-0-8146-4502-4  Paperback

Seasons of Our Lives

Cloud of Witnesses

Coming Soon!
Grief and Loss; Barnabas, Man for Others; Paul, Pastoring God's People

6 prices indicative only and subject to change with out notice B i b l e  St u dy  t h at t r a n s fo r m s !
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For more information or to place an order call or visit our website

Hope, An Anchor in Today’s World
Janet Schaeffler, OP
One of the great theological virtues, hope is a sign of our trust in God, the founda-
tion for making our way through difficulties, and an invitation to witness to God’s 
care in our lives. A psalm, a Pauline passage, and a gospel passage allow us to 
explore this virtue of which our world is in such need. 
978-0-8146-4601-4  Paperback

Hospitality, Welcoming the Stranger
Catherine Upchurch
Hospitality was a hallmark of the ancient Mediterranean world and, according 
to St. Paul, is among the characteristics to be found in the Body of Christ, the 
church. True hospitality begins with the recognition of human dignity and the 
desire to respond effectively to human need.
978-0-8146-4573-4  Paperback

Trust, Confidence in the God of Salvation
John F. Craghan
Our faith gives witness to a God who is worthy of our trust and invites us to 
model this confidence to those around us. Explore a few key Bible passages 
that teach us to surrender to the power of divine love and rely on the God who 
created and redeems us. 
978-0-8146-3689-3  Paperback

Mercy  
God’s Nature, Our Challenge
Laura Kelly Fanucci
Jesus calls us to be merciful as his heavenly Father is merciful (Luke 6:36). 
Explore one of the psalms that offers thanks for God’s mercy in salvation 
history, and reflect on two gospel stories that illustrate the meaning of mercy 
then and now.
978-0-8146-3691-6  Paperback

Lent, Season of Transformation
Amy Ekeh
Amy Ekeh guides readers in exploring three key moments in the life and ministry 
of Jesus. The result will be a better understanding of the authentic transformation 
that God calls each of us to embrace as individuals and as a community and a 
renewed desire to live God’s own outward-looking, self-emptying, laying-down-
one’s-life kind of love.
978-0-8146-4509-3  Paperback

Easter, Season of Life and Fire
Barry Hudock
In the ancient church, the season of Easter was known as the laetissimum 
spatium—“the most joyful space” in the church’s calendar. In Easter, Season of 
Life and Fire, Barry Hudock looks at the resurrection of Jesus and the wonderful 
season that celebrates it through the lens of three key Scripture passages. Each 
one sheds new light on both who Jesus is and what it means to be a Christian 
today.
978-0-8146-4451-5  Paperback

View
sample
online!

Liturgical Seasons

Virtues for Disciples

77

RRP $16.95 each

Contact us for bulk pricing. 
Each volume is 40 pages.
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• Daily Personal Study
For about twenty minutes each day, you’ll prayerfully read and reflect on a brief portion of
Scripture. You’ll do this using your Bible and a brief, easy-to-understand Study Guide.
You’ll also consult a short book that is part of your course—a valuable, expert commentary
with solid Catholic scholarship written at the appropriate level for mature students. Simple
questions that encourage reflection will help you pull together your thoughts.

• Weekly Small-Group Sharing
Each week you’ll gather with a small group of eight to twelve people plus a trained group facilitator
who is a peer and participant. As you share your insights and responses to the Scripture you’ve
read and to the study questions, you’ll build off each other’s wisdom and life experiences. Your
connections will deepen and a sense of community will begin to grow.

• Wrap-Up Lecture
As you close your time together, your group (and perhaps other groups that are meeting at the
same time) will listen to a brief talk from a Catholic perspective—in person, or via our recorded
resources (CD and DVD). Listening to the speaker will enhance and clarify the themes of the
lesson that your small-group discussion has already uncovered.

• Prayer
In addition to daily personal prayer, each time you gather, your group leader will invite you to pray
with your group in a simple, conversational style. This easy-to-learn, effective method of prayer will
become a source of unity, support, and guidance for you and your companions on the journey.

Weekly Small-Group Sessions
A typical weekly 90-minute session includes:
• Conversational prayer (10-15 minutes)
•  Group sharing and discussion (50 minutes)
• A wrap-up lecture, live or recorded (20 minutes)

How it works

Small-Group Bible Study

Parish Bible study provides the nourishment from Scripture 
that complements the nourishment we receive in the Eucharist. 

Participants will:
• Encounter Christ.
• Foster Christian community.
• Grow in understanding the Bible.

Order a Study Set for 
each participant
Set includes:

• Study Guide
• Commentary

In addition order an Answer 
Guide for each facilitator.

prices indicative only and subject to change with out notice B i b l e  St u dy  t h at t r a n s fo r m s !
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STUDY GUIDE
•  Engaging questions for learning

and reflection
•  A place to write your thoughts and notes

ANSWER GUIDE
• Provides helpful insights

for the group facilitator

WRAP-UP LECTURES
• Available on CD or DVD

COMMENTARY
•  Solid Catholic scholarship

garrattpublishing.com.au   Ph: 1300 650 878
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Make it work with  
Leadership Training

If you are considering facilitating a small group for your parish or small faith community, you 

can do it with confidence, because Little Rock Scripture Study brings you everything you 

need to have a rich, successful experience. 

 In a Little Rock Scripture Study small group, facilitators are not teachers. They don’t 

have to be Scripture scholars or spend hours and hours of time becoming self-taught 

experts. Before you begin, you’ll receive helpful materials and customized training that will 

support your success. 

 You’ll work with Catholic commentaries, Bible footnotes, and lectures that provide the 

necessary scholarship right at your fingertips. In addition to your participant Study Guide 

and commentary, you’ll have an Answer Guide that provides concrete responses where 

possible and helpful insights into the issues or concerns that the questions are probing.

 By using Leadership Training, you’ll learn techniques for keeping the group on task 

and for drawing out responses. Many people report that their Little Rock Scripture Study 

facilitator training has been invaluable in other settings too!

FREE

prices indicative only and subject to change with out notice B i b l e  St u dy  t h at t r a n s fo r m s !
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Click here 
to order

A Comprehensive, Easy-to-Implement Program 
For 40 years Little Rock Scripture Study has been successful because it is Catholic and 
trustworthy. It is also comprehensive, providing everything you need to quickly start and 
smoothly run an engaging and effective parish or small-group Bible study.

Free Leadership Training 
We offer FREE Leadership Training that makes implementation easy:
• Online Coordinator’s Manual—A step-by-step guide for planning the program with

practical tips for publicity, registration, and conducting training sessions for facilitators.
• Online materials for one session of The Acts of the Apostles to be used during training

sessions.
• Online Leadership Training Lectures (or available for purchase on CD or DVD) that help

you get your small-group leaders ready and confident. In four sessions, trainees experience
each of the four elements of the Little Rock Scripture Study approach. Small-group leaders
begin to form bonds and shared hopes for the Bible study and learn skills needed to
effectively guide group prayer and discussions.

Access your Leadership Training at LittleRockScripture.org/training

For Coordinators 

Watch a brief overview of the elements of Little Rock Scripture Study, a review of the 
available materials, information about how to get started, and feedback from those who use 
it. It’s a quick way to preview Little Rock Scripture Study and a good tool to use when 
inviting parishioners to participate. View it online in English or Spanish.

Free! Parish Publicity Posters
Promote Little Rock Scripture Study in your parish. Visit garrattpublishing.com.au/lrss
 Click on an image to download a FREE PDF poster.  

For Small-Group Facilitators 

garrattpublishing.com.au   Ph: 1300 650 878
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GENERAL STUDIES
For beginners and everyone wishing to explore God’s word

New!

In the following pages, you’ll find descriptions of the various series currently available.

• Each participant in your group will need a Study Set (Study Guide and commentary)
for the course you select.

• The length of each study (listed below) includes an Introductory Session and the
remaining number of lessons.

• Guest lecturers from the community are recommended for the Wrap-Up Lectures,
or recorded lectures may be purchased.

Study Materials (English)

Panorama of the New Testament   
5 sessions
You are invited to enter the New Testament beginning with the gospels 
and working your way through to the final chapter of Revelation. 
Panorama of the New Testament reveals the continued plan of salvation 
as it unfolded among the first generations of Christians. A good place to 
start or a fine way to pull together previous studies of the Bible. Lecturers: 
Matthew A. Glover, David LeSieur, Catherine Upchurch, Clifford M. Yeary. 
978-0-8146-3688-6 Study Set $24.95
978-0-8146-3687-9 Answer Guide $4.95
978-0-8146-8770-3 Five audio lectures on CD $34.95
978-0-8146-8771-0 Five video lectures on DVD $39.95

Panorama of the Old Testament   
5 sessions
Explore the sweeping saga of God’s people and their sacred journey. 
Panorama of the Old Testament surveys the variety of books found in the 
Old Testament. Uncover interwoven themes, the background of familiar 
characters and God’s overall plan of salvation. A perfect way to begin 
a great adventure or step back and see where you have been in your 
study of the Bible. Lecturers: Tom Jakobs, Catherine Upchurch,  
Clifford M. Yeary. 
978-0-8146-3685-5 Study Set $24.95
978-0-8146-3684-8 Answer Guide $4.95
978-0-8146-8768-0 Five audio lectures on CD $34.95
978-0-8146-8769-7 Five video lectures on DVD $39.95

Scripture and the Rosary
5 sessions
Nothing enriches the contemplation of the mysteries of the rosary like 
encountering them at their source in Sacred Scripture. Five Scripture 
passages from the New Testament are explored for each set of the 
rosary’s mysteries: the Joyful, the Sorrowful, the Luminous, and the 
Glorious. Lecturers: David LeSieur, Catherine Upchurch,  
Gregory C. Wolfe, and Clifford M. Yeary
978-0-8146-4569-7 Study Set $24.95
978-0-8146-4568-0 Answer Guide $4.95
978-0-8146-4570-3 Five audio lectures on CD $34.95
978-0-8146-4571-0 Five video lectures on DVD $39.95

New!

prices indicative only and subject to change with out notice B i b l e  St u dy  t h at t r a n s fo r m s !
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Introduction to the Bible   7 sessions
Open the Bible with newcomers and experienced Bible students alike. Participants will 
become comfortable finding their way around the Bible, develop a better understanding of 
its themes and writing styles, and gain clear insights about Catholic use and interpretation 
of the Bible. Lecturers: David LeSieur, Catherine Upchurch, Linda Webster,  
Karen Wenzel, Clifford M. Yeary
978-0-8146-1716-8 Study Set  $24.95
978-0-8146-1708-3 Answer Guide $4.95
978-0-8146-8710-9 Seven audio lectures on CD   $59.95
978-0-8146-8709-3 Seven video lectures on DVD  $64.95

The Gospel According to Matthew   10 sessions
The extensive teaching sections of this gospel were used to instruct Christians in the 
early centuries of the church. This study will reacquaint you with the Master Teacher. 
Lecturers: Dan Hennessey, David LeSieur, Jerre Roberts, Catherine Upchurch
978-0-8146-3133-1 Study Set  $24.95
978-0-8146-3101-0 Answer Guide    $4.95
978-0-8146-8680-5 Ten audio lectures on CD $59.95
978-0-8146-8664-5 Ten video lectures on DVD $79.95

The Gospel According to Mark   10 sessions
The earliest account of Jesus’ life focuses on the paschal events and will draw  
you into an examination of what it means to follow Jesus, even in his suffering. 
Lecturers: Dan Borlik, CM, John Hall, Mary Lou Stubbs, DC, Catherine Upchurch, 
Linda Webster, Gregory C. Wolfe, Clifford M. Yeary
978-0-8146-3146-1 Study Set  $24.95
978-0-8146-3129-4 Answer Guide   $4.95
978-0-8146-8625-6 Ten audio lectures on CD   $59.95
978-0-8146-8676-8 Ten video lectures on DVD  $79.95

The Gospel According to Luke   12 sessions
Marked by the compassion of Jesus, the gospel stories of Luke demonstrate the 
universal nature of Jesus’ mission. Luke’s focus on God’s faithfulness will encour-
age you to trust. Lecturers: Dan Hennessey, Judy Hoelzeman, David LeSieur, 
Susan McCarthy, RDC, Catherine Upchurch, Clifford M. Yeary
978-0-8146-3135-5 Study Set  $24.95
978-0-8146-3107-2 Answer Guide   $4.95
978-0-8146-8644-7 Twelve audio lectures on CD   $79.95
978-0-8146-8668-3 Twelve video lectures on DVD  $89.95

The Gospel According to John and the Johannine Letters   15 sessions
Written in a poetic and symbolic style, John’s gospel and letters prayerfully reflect on 
Jesus and his eternal relationship to the Creator. This study invites you to meditate on 
God’s overwhelming love. Lecturers: Dan Borlik, CM, John Hall, Dan Hennessey,  
David LeSieur, Susan McCarthy, RDC, Jerre Roberts, Catherine Upchurch,  
Linda Webster, Karen Wenzel, Gregory C. Wolfe, Clifford M. Yeary
978-0-8146-3138-6 Study Set $24.95
978-0-8146-3167-6 Answer Guide $4.95
978-0-8146-8646-1 Fifteen audio lectures on CD   $89.95
978-0-8146-8671-3 Fifteen video lectures on DVD  $99.95

garrattpublishing.com.au   Ph: 1300 650 878
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The Acts of the Apostles   10 sessions
The excitement of Pentecost enlivened the early believers in their struggles  
to establish communities of faith—struggles surprisingly like those today.  
Lecturers: Dan Borlik, CM, Jerre Roberts, Catherine Upchurch, Karen Wenzel, 
Gregory C. Wolfe, Clifford M. Yeary
978-0-8146-3134-8 Study Set  $24.95
978-0-8146-3105-8 Answer Guide   $4.95
978-0-8146-8642-3 Ten audio lectures on CD   $59.95
978-0-8146-8667-6 Ten video lectures on DVD  $79.95

Letters from Prison   10 sessions
(Philippians, Colossians, Ephesians)
In these letters of encouragement, correction, and instruction written from  
prison, Paul lovingly inspires and challenges us to greater discipleship.  
Lecturers: Roy Goetz, Dan Hennessey, Judy Hoelzeman, Susan McCarthy, RDC, 
Catherine Upchurch, Karen Wenzel, Gregory C. Wolfe, Clifford M. Yeary
978-0-8146-3147-8 Study Set  $24.95 
978-0-8146-3103-4 Answer Guide   $4.95
978-0-8146-8639-3 Ten audio lectures on CD   $59.95
978-0-8146-8665-2 Ten video lectures on DVD $79.95

Exodus   10 sessions
The exodus is the central event of the Old Testament. Its themes of liberation, 
wilderness, passover, covenant, and God’s dwelling are central to the entire Bible.
Lecturers: John Hall, Dan Hennessey, David LeSieur, Catherine Upchurch,  
Linda Webster, Clifford M. Yeary
978-0-8146-3612-1 Study Set  $24.95
978-0-8146-1710-6 Answer Guide  $4.95
978-0-8146-8744-4 Ten audio lectures on CD  $59.95
978-0-8146-8743-7 Ten video lectures on DVD  $79.95

The Infancy Narratives of Jesus   4 sessions
This study focuses on the connection between the Old and New Testaments. 
Deepen your longing for the Messiah’s coming again and ask God to be 
Emmanuel, “God with us.” Lecturers: Judy Hoelzeman, Betsy Wiederkehr Huss, 
Catherine Upchurch, Clifford M. Yeary 
978-0-8146-4612-0 Study Set  $24.95
978-0-8146-4611-3 Answer Guide  $4.95
978-0-8146-4613-7 Four audio lectures on CD    $34.95 
978-0-8146-4614-4 Four video lectures on DVD   $39.95

The Passion and Resurrection Narratives of Jesus  7 sessions
This study compares the particular insights found in the passion and resurrection 
accounts of the four gospels. The core of our faith incorporates both the pain of 
the cross and the hope of the resurrection into daily living. Ideal as a Lenten/Easter 
study. Lecturers: Catherine Upchurch, Thomas Jakobs, Matthew A. Glover,  
David Lesieur, Dan Hennessey, Clifford M. Yeary, Judy Hoelzeman
978-0-8146-4637-3 Study Set  $24.95
978-0-8146-4636-6 Answer Guide  $4.95
978-0-8146-4638-0 Seven audio lectures on CD   $49.95
978-0-8146-4639-7 Seven video lectures on DVD  $69.95

Pilgrim People   5 sessions
God’s people have always been sojourners, pilgrims on a journey, open to God’s 
call and direction. In the modern world, nothing is so vital as understanding this 
identity and finding models of faithfulness to bolster us on our own journeys.  
The Bible’s sacred stories unfold in a way that reminds us we are not on our own.
Lecturers: Catherine Upchurch, Linda Webster, Clifford M. Yeary
978-0-8146-3641-1 Study Set  $24.95
978-0-8146-3640-4 Answer Guide   $4.95
978-0-8146-8740-6 Five audio lectures on CD $34.95
978-0-8146-8741-3 Five video lectures on DVD     $39.95

prices indicative only and subject to change with out notice B i b l e  St u dy  t h at t r a n s fo r m s !
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INTERMEDIATE STUDIES 
For those who wish to take a step beyond the basics of Bible study

The Eucharist in Scripture    6 sessions
The Eucharist in Scripture emphasizes the importance of meals shared in faithful 
fellowship as part of our covenant relationship with God. Old Testament meals and 
promises provide the foundation for gospel meals with Jesus, culminating in the  
Last Supper as understood by Paul and in Matthew, Mark, and Luke. “Breaking 
bread” in Acts and the Bread of Life discourse in John are carefully examined.  
Lecturers: Judy Hoelzeman, Thomas Jakobs, David LeSieur, Catherine Upchurch, 
Clifford M. Yeary.
978-0-8146-3682-4 Study Set $24.95
978-0-8146-3681-7 Answer Guide $4.95
978-0-8146-8766-6 Six audio lectures on CD $39.95
978-0-8146-8767-3 Six video lectures on DVD $44.95

Genesis   11 sessions
A study of the book of Genesis is an invitation not only to contemplate the 
creation story, but to remember with the Israelites their ancestors in faith.  
Lecturers: Judy Hoelzeman, David LeSieur, Catherine Upchurch,  
Linda Webster, Karen Wenzel, Clifford M. Yeary
978-0-8146-3139-3   Study Set  $24.95
978-0-8146-3115-7   Answer Guide $4.95
978-0-8146-8746-8   Eleven audio lectures on CD   $79.95
978-0-8146-8745-1   Eleven video lectures on DVD $84.95

Jeremiah    11 sessions  
With the exile of many in Judah on the horizon, the prophet Jeremiah spoke on 
God’s behalf using words and symbolic actions to condemn rampant idolatry in 
Judah. His prophetic ministry was misunderstood and his subsequent arrest was 
the source of personal anguish for this prophet who announced a new covenant 
written on the hearts of God’s people. Lecturers: Matthew Glover, John Hall,  
Dan Hennessey, Thomas Jakobs, David LeSieur, Catherine Upchurch,  
Linda Webster, Clifford M. Yeary
978-0-8146-3671-8 Study Set $24.95
978-0-8146-3670-1 Answer Guide $4.95
978-0-8146-8762-8 Eleven audio lectures on CD $79.95
978-0-8146-8763-5 Eleven video lectures on DVD $84.95

Spirituality of Paul    7 sessions
Explore key biblical passages from the early church’s most influential evangelist and 
discover the rich spiritual tradition of Paul that continues to influence believers today. 
This study draws us into the power of Jesus’ cross and resurrection not only in our 
lives but in the lives of key historical figures who embodied Paul’s spirituality.  
Lecturers: Clifford M. Yeary, John Hall, David LeSieur, Karen Wenzel,  
Catherine Upchurch, Becky Wiederkehr Huss, Matthew A. Glover
978-0-8146-3674-9   Study Set $24.95
978-0-8146-3673-2   Answer Guide $4.95
978-0-8146-8764-2   Seven audio lectures on CD $49.95
978-0-8146-8765-9   Seven video lectures on DVD $69.95

   coffee break  Take your

withJesus
garrattpublishing.com.au   Ph: 1300 650 878
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Job    7 sessions
The plight of Job leads him to challenge the religious wisdom of his age as he begs 
God to explain his suffering. His friends accuse him of sin, but by journeying with Job 
through his affliction we are compelled to ponder innocent suffering and the ultimate 
value of friendship with God. Lecturers: Thomas Jakobs, David LeSieur,  
Catherine Upchurch, Linda Webster, Clifford M. Yeary
978-0-8146-3656-5   Study Set $24.95
978-0-8146-3655-8   Answer Guide    $4.95
978-0-8146-8752-9   Seven audio lectures on CD  $59.95
978-0-8146-8753-6   Seven video lectures on DVD  $64.95

Psalms I   7 sessions
Learn to make the psalms of descriptive praise, trust, and wisdom your own prayer. 
(Uses the same commentary as Psalms II.) Lecturers: John Hall, Thomas Jakobs,  
Susan McCarthy, RDC, Catherine Upchurch, Linda Webster, and Clifford M. Yeary
978-0-8146-3662-6 Study Set  $24.95
978-0-8146-3660-2 Study Guide only   $12.95
978-0-8146-3661-9 Answer Guide $4.95
978-0-8146-8756-7 Seven audio lectures on CD $49.95
978-0-8146-8757-4 Seven video lectures on DVD  $64.95

Psalms II   7 sessions
The second installment on the book of Psalms. This study includes two lessons each 
on the royal psalms, psalms of lament, and psalms of declarative praise. (Uses the same 
commentary as Psalms I.) Lecturers: Mauricio Carrasco, Judy Hoelzeman,  
Thomas Jakobs, Catherine Upchurch, Linda Webster, and Clifford M. Yeary
978-0-8146-3665-7 Study Set $24.95
978-0-8146-3663-3 Study Guide only   $12.95
978-0-8146-3664-0 Answer Guide $4.95
978-0-8146-8758-1 Seven audio lectures on CD $49.95
978-0-8146-8759-8 Seven video lectures on DVD $64.95

Isaiah   13 sessions
Allow Israel’s prophets to challenge you to greater holiness and compassion.
Lecturers: Dan Hennessey, Judy Hoelzeman, Thomas Jakobs, David LeSieur,  
Linda Robertson, Catherine Upchurch, Gregory C. Wolfe, Clifford M. Yeary
978-0-8146-3659-6 Study Set  $24.95
978-0-8146-3658-9 Answer Guide   $4.95
978-0-8146-8754-3 Thirteen audio lectures on CD   $84.95
978-0-8146-8755-0 Thirteen video lectures on DVD  $89.95

Spirituality of the Gospels   7 sessions
The four gospels of the New Testament provide a rich, multidimensional portrait 
of Jesus Christ. Each also maps out a unique spiritual path into life with him.  
In Spirituality of the Gospels, the modern quest for spiritual fulfillment is met  
with profound insights from the gospels and the enduring examples of saints  
both ancient and contemporary. Lecturers: John Hall, Catherine Upchurch,  
Karen Wenzel, Gregory C. Wolfe, Clifford M. Yeary 
978-0-8146-3636-7 Study Set $24.95
978-0-8146-3635-0 Answer Guide  $4.95
978-0-8146-8736-9 Seven audio lectures on CD   $49.95
978-0-8146-8735-2 Seven video lectures on DVD  $64.95

First Corinthians   10 sessions
The community of Corinth could easily be our own —struggling for unity in the 
midst of conflict, and discovering weaknesses and strengths. In this study, Paul 
invites you to find unity in the Gospel message. (Uses the same commentary as 
Second Corinthians.) Lecturers: Dan Hennessey, Judy Hoelzeman, Catherine Upchurch, 
Gregory C. Wolfe, Clifford M. Yeary
978-0-8146-3141-6  Study Set  $24.95
978-0-8146-3116-4 Study Guide only   $12.95
978-0-8146-3117-1 Answer Guide $4.95
978-0-8146-8704-8 Ten audio lectures on CD   $59.95 
978-0-8146-8678-2 Ten video lectures on DVD  $79.95

prices indicative only and subject to change with out notice B i b l e  St u dy  t h at t r a n s fo r m s !
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Hebrews   7 sessions
Examine and enter into the priestly ministry of Jesus and consider your role 
in the kingdom of God today. Lecturers: Dan Hennessey, Judy Hoelzeman,  
Catherine Upchurch, Karen Wenzel, Clifford M. Yeary
978-0-8146-3615-2 Study Set  $24.95
978-0-8146-3613-8 Answer Guide  $4.95
978-0-8146-8725-3 Seven audio lectures on CD  $49.95
978-0-8146-8723-9 Seven video lectures on DVD $64.95

Revelation   8 sessions
This study invites the modern reader to revisit a volatile period of history through 
apocalyptic, symbolic writing. Enter into the struggle between good and evil and 
experience God’s ultimate triumph. Lecturers: Dan Borlik, CM, Dan Hennessey, Judy 
Hoelzeman, Catherine Upchurch, Linda Webster, Gregory C. Wolfe, Clifford M. Yeary
978-0-8146-3142-3 Study Set  $24.95
978-0-8146-3119-5 Answer Guide   $4.95
978-0-8146-8648-5 Eight audio lectures on CD   $49.95
978-0-8146-8673-7 Eight video lectures on DVD $69.95

Life Eternal    7 sessions
The biblical promise of eternal life appears late in Scripture, but it blossoms into 
fullness with the resurrection of Christ. Explore the growing nature of the hope of 
those who have called upon the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in the past,  
and the crystallization of our hope for eternal life in the victory of Christ over death. 
Lecturers: Judy Hoelzeman, David LeSieur, Catherine Upchurch, Karen Wenzel, 
Clifford M. Yeary
978-0-8146-3653-4 Study Set  $24.95
978-0-8146-3652-7 Answer Guide   $4.95
978-0-8146-8750-5 Seven audio lectures on CD  $54.95
978-0-8146-8751-2 Seven video lectures on DVD $64.95

Second Corinthians   7 sessions
Come to know the forceful but loving character of Paul, one of the best known  
figures in the early church. Arguing from his own experience of discipleship and 
ministry, Paul continues to promote unity in a divided and confused Corinth. (Uses  
the same commentary as First Corinthians.) Lecturers: Roy Goetz, Dan Hennessey,  
Judy Hoelzeman, Therese McFall, Catherine Upchurch, Clifford M. Yeary
978-0-8146-3143-0 Study Set  $24.95
978-0-8146-3120-1 Study Guide only   $12.95
978-0-8146-3121-8 Answer Guide $4.95
978-0-8146-8705-5 Seven audio lectures on CD   $59.95
978-0-8146-8679-9 Seven video lectures on DVD  $69.95

James, Peter, and Jude: The Catholic Letters   7 sessions
Profound differences as well as intriguing similarities are discovered in these four 
letters, each written to strengthen Christian communities scattered across a wide 
region of the Roman Empire. Lecturers: Dan Borlik, CM, Judy Hoelzeman,  
Catherine Upchurch, Gregory C. Wolfe, Clifford M. Yeary
978-0-8146-3629-9 Study Set  $24.95
978-0-8146-3628-2 Answer Guide  $4.95
978-0-8146-8730-7 Seven audio lectures on CD $49.95
978-0-8146-8731-4 Seven video lectures on DVD  $64.95

   Steeped in
Scripture

   Steeped in
Scripture

   Steeped in
Scripture
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IN-DEPTH STUDIES
For those who want to venture deep into the word of God

Galatians and Romans   14 sessions
Paul insists that faith is fundamental to salvation and is the free gift of God’s love. 
Through letters to these fledgling communities, Paul offers reasons for hope and joy. 
Lecturers: John Hall, Dan Hennessey, Judy Hoelzeman, Catherine Upchurch, Linda 
Webster, Karen Wenzel, Clifford M. Yeary
978-0-8146-3148-5 Study Set  $24.95
978-0-8146-3109-6 Answer Guide  $4.95
978-0-8146-8739-0 Fourteen audio lectures on CD $89.95
978-0-8146-8738-3 Fourteen video lectures on DVD  $99.95

Women in the Old Testament   10 sessions
These women have rich stories that are vital to God’s relationship with the covenant 
people. This study introduces readers to women whose stories offer courage and 
insight. Lecturers: Stephen Binz, Judy Hoelzeman, David LeSieur, Jerre Roberts, 
Catherine Upchurch
978-0-8146-2656-6 Study Set $24.95
978-0-8146-2634-4 Answer Guide $4.95
978-0-8146-8685-0 Ten audio lectures on CD  $59.95
978-0-8146-8686-7 Ten video lectures on DVD   $79.95

Women in the New Testament   8 sessions
Enter into discussion and prayer about expectant faith, what it means to be 
touched by Jesus, and the meaning of discipleship through the lives of the women 
who lived in the first generation of Christianity. Lecturers: Carole Kaucic, SCN,  
Jerre Roberts, Catherine Upchurch
978-0-8146-2676-4 Study Set  $24.95
978-0-8146-2636-8 Answer Guide   $4.95
978-0-8146-8683-6 Eight audio lectures on CD $49.95
978-0-8146-8684-3 Eight video lectures on DVD $69.95

Parables of the Kingdom—Part One   6 sessions
Some of the most memorable teachings of Jesus were delivered as parables and are 
found in the gospels of Matthew, Mark, and Luke. This study explores those parables 
crafted by Mark, and then turns attention to the same parables as they appear in Matthew 
with a slightly different twist. (Uses the same commentary as Parables of the Kingdom—
Part Two.) Lecturers: Jerre Roberts, Catherine Upchurch, Clifford M. Yeary 
978-0-8146-3140-9 Study Set  $24.95
978-0-8146-2687-0 Study Guide only   $12.95
978-0-8146-2688-7 Answer Guide   $4.95
978-0-8146-8638-6 Six audio lectures on CD  $39.95
978-0-8146-8672-0 Six video lectures on DVD  $44.95

Parables of the Kingdom—Part Two   6 sessions
This study focuses on the parables unique to Matthew, and those developed by Luke.  
The parables offer a glimpse into the kingdom of God and invite us to think in new and 
fresh ways. (Uses the same commentary as Parables of the Kingdom—Part One.)  
Lecturers: Dan Hennessey, Catherine Upchurch, Karen Wenzel, Clifford M. Yeary
978-0-8146-3625-1 Study Set  $24.95
978-0-8146-3623-7 Study Guide only   $12.95
978-0-8146-3624-4 Answer Guide   $4.95
978-0-8146-8720-8 Six audio lectures on CD  $39.95
978-0-8146-8722-2 Six video lectures on DVD  $44.95

prices indicative only and subject to change with out notice B i b l e  St u dy  t h at t r a n s fo r m s !



The Word of God at Vatican II    4 sessions
Did you ever wonder how the Bible became such an essential part of being 
a Catholic in our day? Dei Verbum—The Dogmatic Constitution on Divine 
Revelation—remains one of the foundational teachings of the Second Vatican 
Council. Discover how this teaching helped to move the Bible into the heart of 
parish faith formation, and continues to direct our efforts in liturgy, education,  
and spirituality. 

978-0-8146-3668-8 Study Set  $24.95
978-0-8146-3667-1 Answer Guide $4.95

SPECIAL STUDY
For a deeper appreciation of the role of the Bible in Catholic life

Ideal for Bible study groups  //  Parish or diocesan faith formation  //  Individual use 
// College course supplemental materials  //  Book clubs

Israel’s Story—Part One   7 sessions
This book explores Old Testament history, theology, and stories, from the creation 
accounts of Genesis to the fall of the northern kingdom and its prophets.  
Lecturers: Dan Borlik, CM, Judy Hoelzeman, Jerre Roberts, Catherine Upchurch, 
Karen Wenzel, Clifford M. Yeary
978-0-8146-3136-2 Study Set  $24.95 
978-0-8146-2685-6 Answer Guide   $4.95
978-0-8146-8636-2 Seven audio lectures on CD   $49.95
978-0-8146-8669-0 Seven video lectures on DVD  $64.95

Israel’s Story—Part Two   7 sessions
This study continues to explore Israel’s history and theology, from the division  
of the kingdom, through the prophets to the southern kingdom of Judah, the  
exile in Babylon, and the return to restore Jerusalem. Lecturers: Dan Borlik, CM, 
Judy Hoelzeman, Susan McCarthy, RDC, Catherine Upchurch, Clifford M. Yeary
978-0-8146-3137-9 Study Set  $24.95 
978-0-8146-2691-7 Answer Guide   $4.95
978-0-8146-8637-9 Seven audio lectures on CD $49.95
978-0-8146-8670-6 Seven video lectures on DVD  $64.95

Be still 
and 
know 
that I am 
God.
Ps 46:11

B i b l e  St u dy  t h at  t r a n s fo r m s ! garrattpublishing.com.au   Ph: 1300 650 878 19
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PREVIEW PAGES AT

garrattpublishing.com.au

Uses the New American Bible, Revised Edition!

LITTLE ROCK

Catholic Study Bible
General Editor: Catherine Upchurch

Old Testament Editor: Irene Nowell, OSB   

New Testament Editor: Ronald D. Witherup, PSS
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Full-Color
Timeline & Maps!

• Accessibly written with

engaging visuals and

helpful information

throughout every

biblical book.

• Key symbols help readers

quickly identify types of

information.

• Information includes

explanations, definitions,

dates, character

and author profiles,

archaeological insights,

personal prayer starters,

and insights connecting

Scripture to the church’s

liturgy.

• Expanded essays, articles,

and graphics are published

in the front and back.

• Colorful maps, timelines,

photographs, and inserts

enhance the study

experience.

• Longer articles explain

study Bible fundamentals,

the Catholic Church’s

use of the Bible, and the

people and places of the

biblical world.

prices indicative only and subject to change with out notice B i b l e  St u dy  t h at t r a n s fo r m s !
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THE FOUR GOSPELS
Catholic Personal Study Edition

Useful for both quick reference and in-depth study and prayer, 
this volume places the best scholarship throughout the text of 
the gospels. The better we understand the gospels, the better we 
come to know Jesus. Ideal for RCIA.
978-0-8146-3631-2  Paperback, 296 pp., $44.95

“This is an outstandingly helpful resource. It offers 
both a window and a mirror into Sacred Scripture. 
It draws us in, speaks to our hearts, and compels 
us to act as disciples. A must for all groups that 
gather around Scripture.”

Donna L. Ciangio, OP, Church Leadership Consultation

Paperback
2668 pp., 6 3⁄8 x 8 7⁄8 
978-0-8146-2679-5
$69.95 

Hardcover 

 2668 pp., 6 3⁄8 x 8 7⁄8 
978-0-8146-3648-0
$79.95 

Deluxe Edition
2668 pp., 7 x 9 1⁄2 
978-0-8146-3649-7 
Leather-like, $149.95

garrattpublishing.com.au   Ph: 1300 650 878




